
Artist:Â Austin LeeVenue:Â Peres Projects, BerlinExhibition Title:Â AahDate: September 11 â€“ October 9, 2020Curated By: Victor WangClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Peres Projects, BerlinPress Release:Peres Projects is pleased to present Aah, Austin Leeâ€™s second solo exhibition at the gallery on the occasion of Gallery Weekend Berlin.
The exhibition will present new paintings and sculptures. The works stage a collapse in the distinctions between real and imaginary, digital and physical. In our everyday lives, we move between online and offline space in
an increasingly seamless way, in his translation between mediums, Leeâ€™s practice becomes the conduit for bringing the digital into reality. As Lee assumes this role of transmutator, the paintings and sculptures that
comprise this exhibition are concerned with our ways of seeing and being in the world which now also includes the digital lived experience. Leeâ€™s practice plays with how a work can be limited and defined by the tools
and technologies that compose it, reflecting on our own experiences of mediation and how these same tools shape and construct our subjectivities. Playful and childlike, the characters that dominate Leeâ€™s paintings
and sculpture operate through a visual language of simple lines, and direct emotion. Speaking across a register familiar to us from childhood, these works locate and acknowledge the formative power of images. Lee
borrows this aesthetic language to create new and impossible worlds, and suggests that these realities can exist through digital space. Leeâ€™s works provide an uncompromisingly optimistic view of our reality, locating
transformative power in darkness.Austin LEE (b.1983, US) lives and works in New York. He received his MFA in Painting from Yale School of Art and his BFA from Tyler School of Art. In 2019 Leeâ€™s work was included
in Wild Metropolis curated by Xu Zhen and Lu Pingyuan at the Powerlong Museum, Shanghai. In 2020, Lee will have a major solo exhibition at the M Woods Museum, Beijing.Link: Austin Lee at Peres ProjectsThe post
Austin Lee at Peres Projects first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â RenÃ©e GreenVenue:Â Bortolami, New YorkExhibition Title:Â ExcerptsDate: September 12 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view
slideshow&nbsp;Full gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Bortolami, New YorkPress Release:Bortolami Gallery is pleased to announce our first exhibition with
RenÃ©e Green, opening Saturday, September 12th. Since the late 1980s, Green has explored the concept of color in myriad ways. Spanning the artistâ€™s three decades of working with colorâ€™s polyvalent effects,
the works in Excerpts manifest her open-ended questioning of invented yet established taxonomies, in order to play with and to displace designations that may seem to be known.For the exhibition, Green presents two
recent Space Poems, a series of works which expand and contract language and color in order to facilitate its exploration over space and time. Greenâ€™s 2020 Space Poem #7 (Color Without Objects: Intra-Active
May-Words) is composed of 28 banners hanging from the gallery ceiling, and Space Poem #2 (Lauraâ€™s Words) (2011/2020), a colorful silkscreen suite surrounding the galleryâ€™s perimeter. Invoking the words of
poets May Swenson and Laura Riding Jackson, both Space Poems unfold a series of linguistic collisions punctuated by Greenâ€™s spatial and chromatic operations.Indicating the artistâ€™s ongoing methodology of
transmutation and translation, the exhibition includes two early works, Color / No Color (1990) and Colour Games (1989). The categories to which these artworks refer slide between their definitions, exceeding their own
delimits in the process of attempting to define their forms. Greenâ€™s early paintings in the exhibition seek to dismantle an understanding of color as â€œnatural,â€• in turn revealing the concept to be a pretext for ever
pervasive ideological constructs, but at the same time, as an excellent vehicle for the artistâ€™s poetic imaginings and thought.RenÃ©e Green (b. 1959, Cleveland) is an artist, filmmaker and writer. Solo exhibitions of her
work have been mounted at the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts, Harvard University; Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco, the Museum of Modern Art, New York; National Maritime Museum, Greenwich;
MusÃ©e Cantonal des Beaux-Arts, Lausanne; Portikus, Frankfurt; FundaciÃ³ Antoni TÃ pies, Barcelona; Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati; Vienna Secession; Stichting de Appel, Amsterdam; Dallas Museum of Art;
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, and Jeu de Paume, Paris, among many others. Green is also a Professor at the MIT Program of Art, Culture, and Technology, School of Architecture and Planning.Link:
RenÃ©e Green at BortolamiThe post RenÃ©e Green at Bortolami first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Kate Spencer StewartVenue:Â Park View/Paul Soto, Los AngelesDate: September 8 â€“ October 24,
2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Park View/Paul Soto, Los AngelesPress Release:Park View / Paul Soto is proud to
announce the opening of the fall season with a solo exhibition by Los Angeles based artist Kate Spencer Stewart. This is Stewartâ€™s debut exhibition with the gallery.Kate Spencer Stewart works by gleaning scraps of
visual information, embers which become armatures for the paintings. Their compressed forms are executed at large scale via a process of calibration and negation, where flows of atmospheric color field painting are
continually interrupted. The works in turn reverberate like apparitions. They transmit a diffuse energy beyond language, which escapes in a process of visual abandonment, summoning the void via pigment. Vacillating
between belief and nihilism, these works manifest as an affective exhaust that cannot be marked or put to use.Link: Kate Spencer Stewart at Park View/Paul SotoThe post Kate Spencer Stewart at Park View/Paul Soto
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Margaret LeeVenue:Â LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, BrusselsExhibition Title:Â I.C.W.U.M.Date: September 3 â€“ October 10, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull
gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, BrusselsPress Release:Reciprocation is an elusive thing. Stop short of articulation. Itâ€™s
OK to make yourself unintelligible, I c what u mean. &#8211; M.L., 2020MISAKO &amp; ROSEN is pleased to announce the presentation of I.C.W.U.M. a solo exhibition by New York based artist Margaret Lee within LA
MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS.The exhibition will be on view from September 3-October 10, 2020. The gallery will also be presenting this body of work on-line from August 20th as part of the art fair JUNE, to be hosted by
Hauser &amp; Wirth: http://www.june.life/In 2009, Margaret Lee founded the artist-run space 179 Canal and is currently a partner in the New York based gallery 47 Canal. A selection of the artistâ€™s recent solo and
group exhibitions includes: (2020) For a Dreamer of Houses, Dallas Museum of Art, Dallas, TX (2016) Duddellâ€™s x DMA: Concentrations HK: Margaret Lee, Duddellâ€™s, Hong Kong, (2016) China de, da,
do&#8230;da, Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard University, Cambridge. Public collections include: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Dallas Museum of Art, Dikeou Collection, Denver and the Astrup
Fearnley Museet, Oslo.For this new body of work entitled, I.C.W.U.M., the artist facetiously misinitializes the commonly used phrase â€œI see what you meanâ€•. This obfuscation signals a shift from the literal to the
abstract; a departure for an artist most known for her deconstruction of symbols of representation. Though specifc elements such as newspaper and rope carry over from earlier series, this body of work thinks through the
psychoanalytic conceptualization of â€œanasemiaâ€•, a problematizing of meaning without determination, a process just barely tethered but holding on nonetheless.Included within the exhibition is also a grouping of
decoupaged boxes. Collected over the months of pandemic quarantine, ranging from discarded butter, sugar, soap, condiments, etc. â€¦, these boxes serve as a diary of sorts, marking the passage of time and a creative
practice under lockdown.Link: Margaret Lee at LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUSThe post Margaret Lee at LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Senga
NengudiVenue:Â SprÃ¼th Magers, Los AngelesDate: August 18 â€“ October 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of SprÃ¼th
Magers, Los AngelesPress Release:Since the mid-1970s, Senga Nengudi has threaded together sculpture, performance, photography and poetry in works that testify to both intensely personal and universally shared
elements of the human experience. Always deeply connected to the bodyâ€” whether formally, metaphorically or through careful spatial choreographyâ€”her projects invoke ritual, narrative and connections between
cultures disparate in geography and time. Monika SprÃ¼th and Philomene Magers are honored to present Nengudiâ€™s first solo gallery exhibition in Los Angeles in over forty years, which features the West Coast
premiere of two large-scale installations, Bulemia (1988/2018) and Sandmining B (2020).The artistâ€™s ties to Los Angeles run deep: Nengudi moved to the area as young child in 1951, growing up between Pasadena
and LA and attending California State University, Los Angeles for both her undergraduate and masterâ€™s degrees. In 1974, after a few years in New York, she returned to LA where she soon developed her celebrated
sculptural series R.S.V.P. In these groundbreaking post-minimalist works, nylon stockings stretch between walls, corners and floors, weighted down at strategic points to evoke the sensuality of limbs, breasts and
vertebrae. Originally inspired by the ways in which bodies (and particularly female ones) must change and adapt over time, the sculpturesâ€™ request to RSVP, or â€œplease respond,â€• was in part literal: in
improvisational performances, dancers moved around and through the stockingsâ€™ fibrous structures, reshaping both the nylons and their bodies in the process.Nengudiâ€™s interweaving of sculpture and performance
remained at the root of her formal and conceptual explorations across various media, including in the monumental installation Bulemia (1988/2018). First presented at the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore as
part of Art as a Verb: The Evolving Continuum (an influential exhibition of thirteen African American artists working in installation and performance) the work functions as â€œa kind of hideaway or utopian place, revetted
with newspaper,â€• as Nengudi explained to Spike Art Magazine in 2019. Papers from different time periods fill a tightly packed room, which closely recreates the scale and layout of the workâ€™s original presentation. In
the upper half of the installation, newspaper pages appear in rows and columns, each revealing their full context of articles, illustrations, advertisements and miscellany. Below, the papers are pinned to the wall to create a
flowing, skirt-like formation that force viewers to get close to take in their stories; and at the base, dozens of tightly packed balls of newsprint, tinged with metallic paint, concentrate Bulemiaâ€™s roiling energy of material
and information. These physical strata and fields of text and image give the impression of archaeological remnants, or of an ancient tomb flecked with gold and replete with rich, layered iconography.In this version of a
â€œutopian place,â€• news items relating to African Americans and Black subjects around the world take center stage through the artistâ€™s deliberate selections, presentations and excisions via gold spray paint.
Nengudiâ€™s foregrounding of Black narrativesâ€”which comes from both her and her mother&#8217;s collections of newspapers that they found to be worth saving over the yearsâ€”highlights positive elements rather
than negative ones: â€œI chose to pull out that which can build your confidence . . . instead of it saying, â€˜A Man Kills a Woman and Nothing is Left but a Diamond,â€™ I would black that outâ€” not cut it out, but spray it
outâ€”and then find the words within that article that were self- affirming or positiveâ€• (Oral history interview, The Smithsonian, 2013). Difficult narratives are nonetheless present among the papersâ€”the global AIDS
crisis, Hurricane Katrinaâ€” and stories of other cultures appear as well, all of which roots Nengudiâ€™s reconfigured history in reality, and thus points to a potential future in which the breadth and vitality of 
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